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STATE OF THE UNION.
It has long been customary for The President of The United States to give a "State of The Union"
message, telling how well (or sometimes badly) things are going. Whilst not wishing to trespass upon
his copyright, a similar message about The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society may not be out of
place.
The Society continues to go from strength to strength, not only in membership numbers but in the
esprit-de-corps which continues to be demonstrated both on and off the air. Doubtless, the militarytype training, to which so many of us have been subject at some time in the past, is largely responsible
for this. However, no person or organisation is without its minor problems and RSARS is no
exception.
As a lot of members are aware, Gordon Titchmarsh, who has been our worthy Treasurer for a
number of years has had to give up the post due to his moving from the district. Replacement
Treasurers are hard to find and during the months whilst the search has been going on, Gordon has
continued to serve in a "pure-strings" capacity. No mean feat when this has meant a journey of 30
miles or more in order to sort out the Society cash. With the help of the President and The
RSARS/Schoo1 of Signals Liaison Officer, a new Treasurer is "on the stocks". More of that anon
when final arrangements have been formulated. Needless to say, correspondence addressed to The
Treasurer at the HQ address will continue to fall into the correct hands and any personally addressed
mail to Gordon will be transferred in the right direction.
Whilst on the subject of "service", mention must be made of Howard, G8FG who has regularly
made the trip from his home QTH on Wednesday evenings in order to put G4RS on the CW end of
80. This despite bad road conditions during the Winter, and often after a long day away in London,
etc.
We have often mentioned that we are short of manpower at HQ at the moment and occasionally this
has become apparent when it has come to replies to mail, etc. Don, G4DBF, continues to visit '4RS in
a largely operating capacity, John, G3ZKA (a non-member, but employed at HQ during the
afternoons) is busy getting ready to become "Mr", and Les, G3VYZ, visits HQ when education
commitments allow. We see little, if anything, of other RSARS members here at Blandford. It is
hoped that Les, G3VYZ, will take over from John, late in June. Being a VHF and RTTY type this
should keep at least two sections of our membership happy.
Increased costs, inflation, higher postage rates, etc., have affected just about everyone, and this
includes RSARS. At present there appears to be no reason to increase charges to members, although
members must expect the overall profit margin to be a little lower than recent years.
As everyone should know by now, the Annual General Meeting will be held on 26th July and it is
hoped to make this even more successful than last year. A number of members have already returned
their "A.G.M. slips" and we look forward to seeing them.
For those members waiting for the Index/File cards - these are (at last!) being produced by a local
printer after a lot of work searching around with the intention of keeping the price down. We hope to
have full details (and/or cards) at the A.G.M.
All for now, as this editorial will be kept short to include two pieces of last minute news. Hope to
see as many of you as possible on July 16th.
73

CONGRATULATIONS TO GW3ASW - on the award of the Special Certificate SUPREME for 500
RSARS confirmed QSOs with the necessary percentage of CW and Overseas member-contacts. With
this award goes the "500 - Any Mode" Award. Well done (or "Nice One"), Cyril.
1
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
From, Nick G3RWF, who writes to tell of another move. "Would you please note my new address at
55 Fox's Covert, Fenny Drayton, Nuneaton, Warks., CV13 6BQ, having moved from 135 Arnold
Lane, Gelding, Nottingham, NG4 4HF.". Hope you are now settled, Nick, and that you will soon be
active.
From: Clive, G3XMZ, to whom HQ recently forwarded a (very old) AR88. "I am writing to inform
you that I have received the AR88 in pretty fair condition. I have carried out more alignment work on
it but for some reason can't seem to make it track too well in the band centres - at that particular point
it is about 25KHz higher than the calibration signal..... I have not got much in the way of transmitting
gear, I have a home-brew 160/80/40 Metre TX, 15 Watts input for these bands and the antenna is a
132' end fed at about 40' agl. On VHF I have a home-brew 2 Metre TX, 6146 PA, 37 Watts input and
a 6 element beam at about 45'. This is AM 'phone only. On 4 Metres I have a Pye Base Station, 12
Watts input and a 4 element beam at 40'. AM 'phone and CW, xtal controlled at 70∙270 and 70∙550
MHz. I have managed to get a few skeds going on 4 Metres with GD4BEG (RSARS) and G3HVI in
Staffs, but, due to poor conditions have not yet made it, but will be trying all the times the skeds are
laid down for. I have had a couple of QSOs with John, G3YSK, on 4 Metres and we are trying to get
more RSARS members interested (it's a good band!). If anyone would like a sked on 4 they are
invited to write to me at 9 MEATH GREEN ROAD, HORLEY, SURREY…… 73 Clive".
From: "A Member". "…..Of all the various societies it is clear to see that RSARS is by far the most
flourishing. Certainly I feel most at home in it since Royal Signals was for so long my home.....".
Thanks for the kind words, OM, but a Society is only as good as its members and we certainly have a
great crowd.... .
From, W.M.C. MacDonald MC, GM4CKP. "…..We have had quite an upset in so far as house
siting/purchasing is concerned, and I would again ask you to excuse my absence from the Bands. I am
QRT at the moment and have been since January approximately, but hope to be back "in the body of
the Kirk" very soon. I would like to pass my kindest regards to all on the Nets and hope to be up-todate with the QSL card situation soon…..".
From: G4ASW, probably better known for the /W2 suffix he normally carries, has moved, it is
understood, to 10 Wildwood Gardens, Apartment G-1, but still in the same location at Port
Washington, Long Island, New York, 11050, USA. The OWL informs HQ that Mike recently visited
the I.E.E.E. Exhibition at The New York Coliseum and was pleasantly surprised to see a RSARS Tie
behind one of the Stands. The owner turned out to be GW3BGP.
From, 20 Alamein Street, Morwell, Victoria, 3840, Australia, the QTH of Albert Cash, RSARS 0918
and SWL-30289. "A short note to let you know we are changing our QTH, going 2,300 miles across
the Continent to VK6-land, so, as from 1st June 75 our QTH will be C/o Box 120, Rockingham,
Western Australia, 6168. Will be able to look up 6PG, Alan, and 6JR, Sean, and will pass on regards.
Will also look up any more RSARS members - I hear plenty of VK6's on 20 Metres with English
accents!..… .....Listening to Amateurs in this Country is illegal according to our administration - and I
have this in writing!!. It's OK if you have an Amateur ticket.... ....Also how about the old
"Fullerphone" - I don't suppose the 'Q' Stores keep such things these days. Probably never heard of
them, such is progress. Best 73…..".
Congratulations to RSARS 0967 who used to appear on our lists as G8HZH. Having got the rigours of
the Morse Test well behind him we can change the call to G4DXM.
GW3RVG has also moved but not quite as far as Albert (0918). The new address is 50 Minffrwd
Road, still in PENCOED.
HQ is sure that no member needs reminding that postage rates have been increased! If you have
outdated SAEs with the QSL Bureau Manager, please send along the extra stamps to John. He will
stick the extra stamps on to your envelopes at no extra charge!!.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
Recently G3VGI joined the RSARS Net and asked for reports. He was checking his rig AFTER IT
HAD BEEN STRUCK BY LIGHTNING. IS YOUR SHACK SAFE - CAN YOU/DO YOU EARTH
ANTENNAS?, HAVE YOU A GOOD EARTH SYSTEM?, CAN YOU CUT THE POWER TO THE
SHACK WITH ONE SWITCH?, IF SO, ARE THE REST OF THE FAMILY/HOUSEHOLD
AWARE OF THE "MASTER" SWITCH?. It is often too late to worry about these things AFTER the
event.
Congratulations to Sgt. John Hobley with 259 Signal Squadron out there in Cyprus who is now
ZC4HH and mentions in a letter to HQ "I look forward to seeing you all on the air sometime".
From: Ron Ham, still working hard re-writing "World at their Fingertips" writes to: I have been in
touch with many of your members and they have been most helpful. One of your members, Frank
Hennig, G3GSW/RSARS 0814 lives about 10 miles from me and I have got a good story out of him
for the book. He has interviewed me several times for BBC Radio and World Radio Club - the most
recent interview was on OSCAR 7.....". Ron still needs ideas, stories, histories, etc. for the new
edition. If you think you can help drop a line to : R.A. HAM FRAS, FARADAY, GREYFRIARS,
STORRINGTON, SUSSEX, RH20 4HE.
Don't forget ARTILLERY DAY at Knighton Down, Larkhill, Wiltshire on 12th July 1975.
AMSAT, The Amateur Satellite Corporation has kindly sent along several photographs of OSCAR 6
and OSCAR 7. These have been copied (with permission) and will be used as a display background at
Aldershot, Worcester, etc.
GM3VVM is still looking for the circuit diagram/details of the R 210 RX. Anyone help?
GI3HXV is active on VHF only. 4 Metres and 2 Metres Static, and /M on 4 Metres using a boot
mounted Cambridge. Mainly AM and CW but thoughts are turning to FM.
Walt, G2AUA, mentions a new book which was published last November entitled "THE ULTRA
SECRET". Apparent1y, ex-SCU types will be interested to know that "all is revealed". Try your local
Library.
The OWL reports that Bill, G3TDW, is now on SSB with a KW2000E but is also busy building a
home-brew AM rig.
RSARS 0711, better known to some as Ian Aspinall, and to G3VSA as one of the Junior Ops, has
moved to 8th Signal Regiment at Catterick where he is undergoing the rigours of Technician training.
Good luck, Ian.
G4AXS/RSARS 0912 reports a budding interest in RTTY. He visited HQ in April and left with a
75R.
G8BEI/RSARS 0055 reports that he will be on the move in June, this time to BAOR. He is interested
in meeting other members in the BFPO 15 area.
G2DPQ/RSARS 0549 reports "having a good time on 14 MHz on CW and has been working ZL, VK,
PY, OD etc., and has been getting into W3/W4/W8 on AM".
Dennis, G3ADZ,/RSARS 0039 mentions that he should be back on the air around April when all the
chores at the new QTH are completed. He is fairly active, however on VHF, /M on 2 on A3 and F3
with transmit crystals for 145∙00, 145∙10 and 145∙35 MHz (the latter being the local Raynet
frequency). Running also a Garex 2 he can cover the whole band on receive. He will be happy to
arrange skeds for evenings or week-ends (write to: 6 St. Mark's Avenue, Bilton, RUGBY,
Warwickshire, CV22 7NP). Dennis can also manage 4 Metres, /M and A3 only although the local TV
sets don't like this band very much!!.
From Gordon Gibson (RSARS 0053) comes news that the Salt-Mine seems to be causing G3ZFZ a
constant change of QTH. Gordon suggests that mail is directed to: C/o 22 Thwaiteville, Arrowthwaite,
Kells, Whitehaven, where be manages to turn up about once every six weeks.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
VE4AI, Steve Chisholm, listed in RSARS lists as VE4AI only, also holds and operates the call-sign
VE4RRC. No details at present but we suspect that this is the call-sign of the local radio club.
John, WA6CEB/RSARS 0557, noticed that the RSARS List now contains the call-sign G5CP and
wishes to pass along his 73. John has operated from the G5CP shack a couple of times in the past.
From: G3SL/RSARS 0365 comes news that he has been working members on 80 CW, mainly at
week-ends, using a homebrew transistor rig running about 8 Watts (This QRP is really catching on Ed.). 'SL remarks "No problems with TVI with this amount of power, but, of course, one has to avoid
the heavy QRM spots to make oneself heard!" He suggests a Hints and Tips Section which we will
readily include if members will send along those space/time/energy/money saving ideas.
Peter Dowdell, a one-time G4RS type, is now basking in the tropical sun on Gan Island and is
licensed as VS9MAA.
R.H. Dowsett, G3RSV/RSARS 0619 has now left the Service and is working at 33 Central
Workehops REME at Newark as a P&TO IV in charge of all Telemech Sections. He is not active at
the moment but is taking steps to get operational once again.
A long letter from Harry, VQ9HCS. He wishes all members a belated Happy New Year and good DX.
"Mercury" is arriving on Astove (eventually) and Harry has thought about sending some
contributions, via bottle, but reckons they would float "Long Path". He has his new generator at last.
The "passing" ship which delivered it, didn't, as it became stuck fast on the reef and stayed about three
months. Harry writes "As the ship was a rather expensive bulk cement carrier, with much specialised
equipment on board, and they were bringing my generator as a favour, I thought it prudent not to
mention my £300 generator, at least not until they had settled in!" The genny was finally got ashore
and on to the tractor and up to the shack just in time to make a couple of QSOs before the band went
out permanently (luckily, one contact was with G4RS - Ed.). Harry now awaits the return of better
conditions to make a few more RSARS contacts. Harry tells us that the Seychelles Group consists of
as many as 92 islands all using the VQ9 prefix. Harry writes "Before you all rush off and switch on
your rigs, there are only 3 with active amateurs on - Mahe, the main island, Praslin, about 30 miles to
the North of Mahe with two 'hams' but only one active (VQ9BP) and then only at week-ends and
holidays, plus Harry about 600 miles SW of Mahe". Harry also reports that 5Z4 are building 2 Metres
gear and 5Z4OT may soon be on RTTY, the lads in Mahe are interestad in SSTV and OSCAR 7
working, and, finally, VQ9HCS isn't likely to order another generator for quite some time!!!. Harry
has changed to the TRITON II and is mainly 12V DC powered from a wind generator.
His QSL Manager is BILL DeLAGE, 238 SLATER STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASS., 02703, U.S.A.
G4DR writes to say that he is still in contact with Ken. ZL1AXM, every Sunday on 14∙081 MHz. Pat
also mentions that G5FG (Winter 74/75 "Mercury") has retired to Spain and another R.S.S. OT, Bill
Lennox, became a Silent Key in the middle of April, Pat passes along best 73 to all old R.S.S.
members.
RSARS 0727. E. Woolfenden. informs us of two points - his retirement and a change of QTH. He is
now at 6 Cliff Grange. Broughton Park. Salford 7. Lancashire, and, at time of writing, was still topsyturvy getting adjusted to the change of routine brought about by retirement.
A post-card. bearing a 9c South African stamp and showing a nice coloured photo of the S.S.
Australia ("The largest one-class liner in the world. Completely air-conditioned, spacious and
distinctively designed public rooms and cabins. Length 723 feet, speed 22 knots, displacement 35,400
tons") comes from ZL1BSW, M. Cunningham, on his way from the U.K. to New Zealand. He will be
forwarding his ZL QTH on arrival and, no doubt, appearing on the RSARS Nets as soon as he is
settled.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
One of our two 'GDs' - GD8IQM, Simon Brown, who is currently at York House, Welbeck College,
Worksop, Notts., mentions that after Welbeck he hopes to be at Sandhurst and then into The Regular
Army, hopefully Royal Signals. He has an EA12 and a home-brew 50 Watts TX with a 6146 PA.
Simon is looking around for anyone with an 80 Metre SSB generator if any member has one for sale.
School-boy prices, as Simon puts it!!. Bank balance is a bit low at the moment having just had to pay
£5-50 to the RSGB and 50p to RSARS. He hopes to take the Morse Test in the near future so perhaps
we shall be hearing from Simon under the guise of a G4 call soon.
Alf, G3UAA, sent along his Life Membership subscription and describes the new QTH there at
Groby. He has quite a nice plot of land (about ¾ acre) which is nice for antennas but needs a lot of
digging and planting. He hopes to visit Blandford sometime around the AGM to look up old friends
(and visit HQ, we hope!).
From 41 Green Lane, Harrogate, comes a letter from Chris, G8HDR. He is at Oxford University at the
moment and has been on leave during which time he built a QRO 2 Metre Linear only to find that the
4CX250B's were duff!. Chris would like to have attended the AGM but finds that he will be in
DL/ON/LX at that time. He tried to activate a RSARS 2 Metre Northern Net before going to Oxford,
but despite numerous calls, there were no takers.
Tom, G3GUV, sends along his sub and news from the 'GUV shack. He has now retired from teaching
due to ill-health but is being retrained for the electronics industry and he hopes to be employed soon.
He has another ex-Royal Signals buddy there in Darlington and he is attempting to get him to take the
RAE and Morse Test and also to join RSARS. Tom goes on "The present rig is a G3RKK type double
superhet and an LG-300 TX. The aerial system varies from one spell of good weather to the next, but
at the moment is a 66 feet Inverted Vee and the pole in the middle is fed with open wire feeders at the
base and is a 21 feet vertical for the HF bands. Tom hopes to complete the G3IBB "Latch-keyer".
(Don't forget the error, which appeared on the Veroboard layout!),
Mike, G8BLI/RSARS 0609 reports that he is not "brilliantly active" from the home QTH but does
occasionally combine forces with G3RFJ (Bill) to put the D11/R234 equipment at G3RSL on the air.
Mike closes with "As a non-Morse (so far) man, may I simply send 'Best Wishes' in longhand".
For members active on Top Band, Doug, GM3TBP/RSARS 0812 writes from Edinburgh to say that
he is active only on this band, in fact on 1∙912 MHz 'phone most evenings for a local natter-net
between about 1900 and 2000 hours.
From the Spring 1975 issue of "The Journal of The Royal Signals Institution" we note the following:
"THROUGH TO 1970 - everyman's story of early signalling in the British Army and an account of
the first 50 years of Royal Signals. 144 pages, 70 Pages in 2 colours, 10 plates in full colour, 270
illustrations. Price:, 63p plus 35p Post and Packing. Please send cash with order (mentioning Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society) to: ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION (DEPT. 'H'), REGIMENTAL
HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIGNALS, CHELTENHAM TERRACE, LONDON, SW3 4RH. On
page 2 of "The Journal" the Editors Notes asks: "Did you serve in India during the period September
1939 to 15 August 1947?. If you did then perhaps you can help. The Indian Corps of Signals is
making a valiant attempt to write the history of the period mentioned above and much has been done.
However, the history of this period, although at present in draft form, needs much more material to
make it live and. interesting. If you feel that you can help, please do write to : LIEUTENANTCOLONEL J.C. DHAMLJA (RTD), C/o INSPECTORATE OF SIGNALS TRADE TRAINING.
MANDLA ROAD, JABALPUT, (M.P.), INDIA. Please mention the Royal Signals Amateur Radio
Society.
The OWL dropped in to say that a certain RSARS member who was going to Spratly Island and
Amboyna Cay until the trips were cancelled now has to dispose of 120 rations plus 20 cases of beer
AND a LIVE GOAT that was being taken along to be barbecued by 9M2MS.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
ARE YOU A PROFESIONAL OLD TIMER?. HQ has received details of THE INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATION OF PROFESIONAL RADIO-TELEGRAPHERS, otherwise known as
WIRELESS PIONEERS. If you have ever been a professional brass-pounder and passed traffic over a
CW circuit (and this includes military as well as commercial circuits) you may be elected to SPARKGAP PIONEER (member whose service started prior to 1915), PIONEER (member whose service
was between 1915 and 1925). VETERAN (member whose service was between 1926 and 1935
inclusive) or a PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATE (member who started after 1935). Those starting after
1950 must show TWO YEARS service to be eligible. For further details write to : SOCIETY OF
WIRELESS PIONEERS, P.O. BOX 530. SANTA ROSA. CALIFORNIA, 95402. U.S.A.
Wilf. G3JVD, hasn't been heard on the bands for a while and a recent letter tells why. He has become
a bit of a general "Doctor" spending his time repairing just about everything including watches,
clocks, radios, TV's, tape recorders not to mention dolls that talk and toy dogs that bark and wag their
tails!!. He has not forsaken amateur radio completely and has a growing interest in RTTY. Wilf
mentions that he has a Creed 7B 'printer which is apparently OK, but a Creed 54 has the governor
missing and he wonders if any member can help him make this machine complete. He also has a Perf.,
but no Auto Sender on which to send the tapes that he can produce. Anyone know where one can be
obtained cheap? 'JVD has just about completed building the Terminal Unit and has all the bits and
pieces (including a very nice case) for a G2DAF-type 2 x 813 Linear. Wilf also hopes to venture on to
2 Metres and. 70 cms now that he has convertors and amplifiers for these bands. A recent visit to
Leeds produced an eye-ball QSO with G8GLS and G3YRQ.
Maurice, VS5MC, reports that Alan, G3FGN, is now licensed as VS5FC but lives on the 'wrong' side
of the Island to put a very good signal into UK. He does, however, operate from the Club when time
permits.
RSARS's 1010 and 1011, otherwise one of our husband and wife teams known in the Eastbourne area
as Val and Ray Chapman write to say that The Southern Amateur Radio Society will be attending the
annual Polegate Steam Engine Rally with a "Special Event" call-sign GB2SS. Talk-in on 2 will be by
another RSARS member G8BQX. The 2 Metre station will be up on Firle Beacon it seems and the
Corps/TA will provide a C41/Teleprinter link from the rally to the beacon. Ray also included an
extension of his Service details and, no doubt, wonders if any other members were in the same
Units/Areas/Time Zones. 1944 - 1945 : The Royal Sussex Regiment, 1945 L The Royal West Kent
Regiment, (Greece), 1945 - 1948 : The Royal Sussex Regiment (Italy and Malta), 1948 - 1949 : The
Royal Sussex Regiment (Garenford, Great Dunmow, Dover), 1949 - 1952 : The Royal Sussex
Regiment (Egypt, Suez, Akabar), 1956 - 1966 , Royal Engineers TA, 1966 - 1968 : The Queens
Regiment TAVR, 1968 - 1969 : Royal Engineers TAVR, 1969 - 1973 : Royal Signals, TAVR. Both
Val and Ray hope to be at The Aldershot Army Display again this year.
The photograph, of the helicopter lift at G4RS which appeared in the "Short Wave Magazine"
improved Society funds by £1 - 50p. A similar photograph sent to "Radio Communication" has not
been produced at the time of writing.
News from G8SC but not from the usual QTH. In fact, not from the usual G8 call-sign. This letter
comes from A4XVF, C/o RAF Masirah, B.F.P.O. 65 and tells of G8SC "revisiting the scene of former
conquests, or put another way, I'm doing another 6 months 'stint' on this b----- island!!". A4XVF and
A4XVG share a Swan 500 and a Heath Robinson Ground Plane for 20 (these multiple stores sell
everything these days - Ed.). Apparently, G3GYE is also there and G3DUX is on his way to Masirah.
G8SC/A4XVF reports that 20 is pretty noisy locally, but listen for A4XVF on a Wednesday afternoon
Net when work permits.
Adelie Land, Antarctica, has been activated by F6AGM operating as FB8YC. His QSL Manager is
F9MD. Operation on CW and SSB.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
John, G3FMW, reports that as at 30 April 1975 his QRP score has reached 83, this figure having been
reached from the previous 49 due to a spot of leave. However, the garden has suffered in direct
proportion to the number of new members worked - you cannot dig the garden and work QRP at the
same time, I guess!. John also reports a nice 4-way QRP QSO on the G-QRP Net - G8PG, G3DNF,
G2HLL and G3FMW - all RSARS. Keep up the good work, John, that QRP rig puts a nice signal into
Blandford.
Your Editor-cum-Secretary-cum-Proof Reader dropped a right Bassett with G3FQN's new QTH.
Apparently, it should have read : 15 GREEN LAWNS, SOUTHBOURNE GARDENS, EASTCOTE,
RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX, HA4 9SF. Sorry, Reg!. And the lack of the necessary commas made a
nonsense of G3UUO's details in the Winter 74/75 edition. It should have read "Member of The
Swindon and District ARC, the RSGB, The Law Society and The Solicitors Benevolent Association.
John is also Chairman of the Cirencester and District ARC". Apologies, John, it was not intended to
imply that you carried the burden of RSGB Chairman as well!. (One has to be careful with these
corrections - a few years ago a well-known paper carried an article on a local crime in which it was
reported "Mr Jones is a detective in the Surrey Police Farce.....". The next day the correction read
"…..should have read "Mr Jones is a defective in the Surrey Police Force....." - Ed.).
A letter from a New Zealand member quite rightly points out that the statement in a recent "Mercury"
quiz regarding the winning of a bar to the Victoria Cross does NOT still hold good as suggested. In
fact, 2/Lieut Charles Hazlitt Upham, 20th Battn., 2 NZEF was awarded the Victoria Cross in 1941
and, as a Captain, he was awarded a Bar to The Victoria Cross on 14th July 1942. Many thanks for
"Putting us straight" on this one, OM, and we are happy to record this outstanding achievement.
Lieut. C.V . Smith, RSARS 0211, adds the following to a recent letter. "The Detachment I run, 73
Cadet Squadron, is an operating Unit on the ACF/CCF Net. Any RSARS members who would be
interested in helping with signals/operating tuition would be welcome to contact me at the following
address : FLAT 18, 20 TAVISTOCK ROAD. CROYDON, SURREY, CR0 2AN, or at the Unit :
CADET HUT, LIMERICK CLOSE, ATKINS ROAD, BALHAM, any Wednesday evening between
1930 and 2130 hours.
Ray, G3ALI, reports that his TRIO TS-510 and KW Trapped Dipole have been working out well on
80. The Log shows such nice ones as VP8NP in Antarctica, 9V1SH, UA9VH/JT as well as a few
ZL's. Ray had never looked at 80 until the Winter of 73/74 and has been pleasantly surprised with the
results.
Via Air Mail comes a letter from Dady, VU2MD/RSARS 0767. He mentions that a Sea-mail letter
from HQ posted on 19 August 1974 reached him on 30th January 1975 and hopes that if ever the Suez
Canal is reopened that this time can be cut down a bit!!. He also mentioned that the Indian
Government has increased postal charges by 40%. Dady also comments on the G5RV antenna in a
recent "Mercury" and tells that he has used one for the last 17 years with some very good results.
Louis. G5RV, very kindly sent Dady details of the G5RV antenna before they were published in the
July 1956 "Bull". Dady would like a beam for 20 (he only runs 20 Watts) but, like many of us in the
UK, has landlord/planning permission problems. He is working on the problem of getting a VU
amateur nominated as an official Indian Government Observer at the forthcoming 1979
Administrative Conference. Dady is drafting the suggested frequency allocation chart. He is no
stranger to such Conferences as he helped to protect the amateur interest at The Extraordinary
Administrative Conference at Geneva in 1951. Dady hopes to visit the UK early next year, and we
wish him better luck in obtaining a G5 license next time. His last application was "lost in the post"
between Twickenham and Waterloo Bridge House. A recent letter from the G.P.O. admits that they
have not yet found it!!.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
Bill, G8VG/RSARS 340 and his XYL, have been honoured by FOC and invited to attend the Annual
FOC Dinner to be held in New York. This honour is richly deserved as Bill has carried the reins of the
FOC Secretarial Office for 6 years now, quietly tolerated, no doubt, by Mrs. '8VG. The Windles will
have left Gatwick on 11th May and will be returning on 23 June. Bill has his (ham-type) ticket and
expects to operate /W1, /W2, /W3, /W4, etc. The latest RSARS score at G8VG is 453 confirmed on
both modes and 146 on CW.
From Maurice, VS5MC, comes the usual interesting letter together with some very rare photos of real
DX-otic places, namely Spratly Island and Amboyna Cay. The pictures show that Spratly certainly is
"inhabited" now and it is doubtful if it will ever figure in the DX-pedition stakes again. As Maurice
remarks "The pix of Spratly show the happy campers holiday accommodation, plus the multithousand gallon fuel tank and the 100-feet radio tower - all standard fittings for these South China Sea
Holiday Camps!". Amboyna Cay is only 200 yards long by about 50 yards wide, and, apart from
coral, sand and the residue of millions of winged visitors, contains only a 9 feet obelisk. (Wonder who
put that there?, - Ed).
Away from the wilds of The Hebrides and now located in Orpington, Kent, is Captain Ken Melton
REME. Ken hopes to join the RSARS Nets when settled without, of course, the 'M' in the prefix. In
other words listen for G3WKM.
The large removal van heralded yet another new face in Rawston Down Road. It was not until some
while afterwards that it was discovered that it brought the effects of one G3XGQ. There are now three
amateurs and RSARS members in this one street of 9 houses here at Blandford, G3DPS at No.3,
G3XGQ at No.6 and G4BEY at No.12. Fortunately, none of the three are active at the moment but
should this situation arise, no doubt all are prepared to point to "the chap across the road" when TVI,
etc., is mentioned!!.
G8PL, Kip, writes for some supplies and includes a letter which tells us that he has just got going
again after a 4 year QRT. He is now active on 80/40/20/15 and 10 CW. Kip retired just over a year
ago and moved from London to a "rather old" cottage at Spalding in Lincolnshire. Getting the cottage
ship-shape and clearing a rather overgrown garden has taken its toll of time but most of the heavy
stuff is now completed and the gear has been sorted out (LG-300 and Eddystone 750) and a G5RV
erected. Kip is no newcomer to the G5RV having started with one after the last War. The first one was
in a first floor apartment and pinned to the walls. Later he moved to a top floor flat and was able to get
the G5RV into the attic. It was thin plastic wire pinned to the roof timbers with drawing pins. Results
were much better than expected and it was allowed to stay. Kips Country score passed the 200 mark
with WAC on 40. Kip sends best regards to all members and particularly "any survivors of S.C.U.1".
That G5RV antenna in the attic looked something like this :-

News has been received at HQ that Arthur, G2ACD, up there at 408 Scalby Road, Scarborough,
YO12 6ED has been very ill and out of circulation. We all wish you well, Arthur, and trust that you
are now on the road to full recovery.
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G5SW had an output of about 5 KW to a dipole strung between two 420 feet high masts only about
100 yards from my "digs". I had a landlady who was very stingy about the use of electric light and I
was irritated by her tapping on my bedroom door at 10.30 pm and ordering "Lights out". So I strung a
loop antenna around the picture rail, included a 3∙5 Volts flashlight bulb in the circuit and tuned it to
25∙53 Metres and thus was able to read by the "light" of G5SW until close-down each night!.
G8LT's remarks about old gear rang & bell!, Some months ago I gave a talk to the members of The
Mid-Sussex Amateur Radio Society (of which I have the honour to be President) on "Old Times and
Old Gear". To illustrate my talk, I rummaged in my junk collection and found enough original
components, including a DE4B valve some 45 years old, with which I constructed an exact copy of a
Hartley S.O. transmitter which I was using in 1928-29. What is more, when switched on, it worked on 20 Metres.
This has prompted me to start assembling a small museum of old wireless components and valves
and I should very much like to hear from any members who would care to exchange (or sell) suitable
items. I badly need an old horn-type loudspeaker and a coherer - items which I gave, or threw away
years ago - alas!!.
I also hope that our old friend Reggie Wigg, G6JF, will join us, I remember him as an excellent
officer, first-class operator and an accomplished horseman!.
With 73
Louis Varney G5RV.
****************************
THAT AERIAL - AGAIN.
In addition to the above letter, Louis wrote :Under the heading "How does it work?" on page 12 of "Mercury", Autumn, 1974, you show a sketch
of one of the several possible arrangements of the G5RV antenna. However, the dimensions shown
for the flat-top and the 300 Ohms ribbon matching stub are slightly incorrect. I enclose a photocopy of
an article which I wrote for the RSGB in 1966. You may care to publish it in "Mercury" or use
extracts from it which may be of interest to our members.
I invented the G5RV Antenna in the Summer of 1946 and put it to use as soon as our licences were
re-issued. Then for some 10 years or so, I passed design information over the air to fellow amateurs. It
was not until 1958 that my first article describing the antenna was published in the RSGB Bulletin. In
that article several possible design variations were mentioned. The 1966 article gave more
information on the manner in which the antenna functions on each of the HF Bands.
The main advantages of the G5RV Antenna are :a) It permits operation on all bands from 1∙8 to 30 MHz while requiring only 80 to 102 feet span
between end supports (up to 10 feet at each end may be dropped vertically or folded or draped
in a couple of 'U's' without much affecting the performance).
b) Unlike the trap dipole, it acts as a centre-feed LW above 3∙5 MHz with correspondingly lower
zenithal angle of radiation and shows a worthwhile gain over a dipole in the direction of its
main lobes of radiation.
In World-wide use by many amateurs over the years, it has proved its effectiveness as a good 'DX'
antenna.
Yours Sincerely,
Louis Varney, G5RV.
****************************
DONATIONS.
HQ would like to thank all those members (too numerous to list) who have been kind enough to
send along donations, both large and small. Many thanks, all.
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COUNTRY STATUS.
A letter was recently received from Harry, VQ9HCS/0726 mentioning that as Astove Island was
about 600 miles from its administrative "Headquarters" - The Seychelles - there could be a possibility
of "Country" status for Astove. The General Secretary wrote to the ARRL requesting that such
consideration be given. The reply is given below.
".....Thank you for your letter of March 7, concerning Astove Island.
Enclosed is a copy of the criteria that is used in conjunction with considerations for our Countries
List (page 131, October 1972 QST - Ed.). Point 2b would be the one that would be concerned with
Astove Island.
The listing which is carried on our list for Seychelles (VQ9) includes all of the islands in The
Seychelles (and dependencies). Under point 2b of the criteria, there would need to be 500 miles of
open water between Astove and the nearest Point of land which is under Seychelles administration.
Since there is not 500 miles of open water between Astove and the nearest point of land which is
under Seychelles administration, nor is there 500 miles of open water between any of the islands, or
groups of islands, which make up the Seychelles, all of the islands, and groups of islands which make
up The Seychelles are, in accordance with the criteria, considered a single listing. i.e. country.
73-DX
(Signed) R.L. White W1CW
Assistant Communications Manager.
(The criteria gives the following information.
1. Government/Administration. An area by reason of Government or a distinctively separate
administration constitutes a separate entity.
2. Separation by water. An island, or a group of islands, not having its own government or
distinctively separate administration, is considered as a separate entity under the following conditions:
(a) Islands situated off shore from their governing or administrative area must be geographically
separated by a minimum of 225 miles of open water. This point is concerned with islands off shore
from the mainland only. This point is not concerned with islands which are part of an island group or
are geographically located adjacent to an island group.
(b) Islands forming part of an island group or which are geographically located adjacent to an island,
or an island group, which have a common government or administration, will be considered as
separate entities provided there is at least 500 miles of open water separation between the two areas in
question.
3. Separation by foreign land. In the case of a country, such as that covered by point 1, which has a
common government or administration but which is geographically separated by land which is foreign
to that country, if there is a complete separation of the country in question by a minimum of 75 miles
of foreign land, the country is considered as two separate entities. This 75 miles of land is a
requirement which is applicable to land areas only. In cases of areas made up of a chain of islands,
there is no minimum requirement concerned with the separation by foreign land.
4. Unadministered area. Any area which is unadministered will not be eligible for consideration as a
separate entity.).
(Editors Note - We thank the ARRL for trying to clarify this point and an attempt has been made to
get this information to Harry. Whilst Para.4 of the criteria makes it clear that "unadministered" areas
cannot become a separate entity (and, by implication, an ARRL "country") we wonder about the
position of, say, Spratly Island, which has long been claimed by at least 4 different countries and, up
until a recent visit by a Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society member, was certainly
"unadministered" but is now known to be "administered". It is interesting to note that ARRL were
prepared to grant 'country' status to Rockall (obviously- more than 225 miles off Scotland).)
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YET ANOTHER RSARS MINI-MEET.
G3EKL.
DTG : Friday 212030Z Feb.
QTH : "The Oddfellows", Bedale, North Yorkshire.
From a casual remark during an 80 Metre lunch time natter last February, Roy, G3IBB, suggested that
G3EKL and G3FMW RV'd at his QTH on Friday evening.
We did, and like Topsy, it 'growed', and by 2000 hours we also had G2HNL, G3EJF, G3GEJ,
G3WNG and G3CJU (RAFARS, ex-MP4BBL) - a goodly collection. Once the roll had been called
and introductions completed, 'IBB ordered an immediate QSY to "The Oddfellows" in Bedale, and
with typical RSARS Net efficiency we advanced by various means down the High Street and made a
take-over bid for the Lounge. Roy had a choice of a dozen or so refuelling locations to choose from
and I was very suspicious about the name of the hostelry (*) but the 807's proved to be excellent and
the QRM level increased in direct ratio to the reduction of the kitty!. Many familiar call-signs were
mentioned, old stories dug up and re-embellished, distant memories recalled, like the time that 'IBB's
impressions of Royal Signals Officers sank to zero - let me explain.
It so happened that Roy, a Royal Marine of great repute, was attached to the Corps at Droitwich, our
main long distance transmitting station, as a humble Marine wag initiated into the mysteries of SWB
11's, RCA ET 4750's, the massive 30 KW E 10 and Rhombics, etc. There was (quite a large aerial
field at this QTH but even so it was not large enough to allow two rhombics to be erected on the same
bearing and so only one was beamed to VK for the London-Melbourne circuit. At that time (51/52)
general propagation conditions were poor and the "theorists" decided to transmit to Melbourne at
different times of the day by long and short path. I say "theorists" quite deliberately because had they
called at Droitwich and seen how the change of shoot was affected they wouldn't have worried. To get
the facility of long and short path firing, feeder routes were attached to each end of the VK rhombic
and fed back to the transmitter hall. Whoever was on duty would put a KW TX on one feeder route
and a dummy load of appropriate size on the other and that was that! To change to the other path, the
TX and dummy load were interchanged. Marvellous - technology at it's best!!. Feeder routes some
1,000 yards long, so hot with RF from the other half a dozen or so transmitters that RF burns were the
natural hazard of the place (indeed, it surprises me that Roy has any harmonics at all!!!). But I digress;
Roy, as Shift Wallah, opened up the Melbourne transmitter and reported to The War Office (where
the workers used to be) that it was radiating on the short path. Half an hour or so later a 'phone call
was received to open a second transmitter on the Melbourne circuit on long path. It was explained that
it was not possible, as there was no aerial available. The gentleman wouldn't take 'No' for an answer
and was passed on to the NCO TX Hall - EKL - who was later hauled up in front of OC Droitwich
and given a good towsing for telling an Officer that he was a BF. The mind boggled at the thought of
two SWB 11's at opposite ends of the same aerial - we had enough trouble with coupling coils burning
out under normal use!!. Roy was not impressed (I wonder if he has changed his ideas yet?).
But back to "The Oddfellows" - NFD was mentioned and it is fair comment to say that G3CIO will
be partaking in NFD this year if we can find sufficient space to store the tins!!.
We QSY'd again at QRT time back to 'IBB's to be welcomed by Dorothy with a superb curry
supper. This was really marvellous and topped any previous mini-meets that the Southern Section had
managed to get off the ground. Around 2359-ish we "broke Net" and wended our various ways home
after an excellent evening. The balance of the kitty (Yes, there was some left!) was held by G3GEJ,
but may well have been disposed of by the time you read this. G3EKL.
(*) The last time G3IBB and G3EKL met for a jar was in a little place just outside Blandford in 1967 and by the end of the evening EKL had been persuaded to take over as Gen. Sec.!!. No wonder 'IBB is
employed as a civvy instructor; he'd "con" anybody into doing anything, let alone pass out as qualified
tradesmen!!.
(Yet again, a R.S.A.R.S. Mini-Meet has proved its worth. Why not try it in YOUR area?. Select a
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YET ANOTHER RSARS MINI-MEET - Contd.
hostelry or meeting place which is fairly central, has plenty of parking space and a good brew or
catering facilities. YL's and XYL's invited (they can always contribute to the kitty!). Let HQ know,
both before and after the event. If HQ can help with a list of members in YOUR district, send an SAE
and we'll sort through the list.
Whilst typing this, the OWL has just perched on the typewriter, read the draft, commented on the poor
typing, and then mentioned about the RSARS member who was working at a similar establishment on
a feeder route which (apparently unknown to him) was 'live'. A non-member quietly signalled
someone to 'kill' the TX, then shouted to the member that the feeders were live. In a moment of shock,
Bill (as we will call him) jerked upwards and turned his head sideways thus fitting the feeder route
neatly between his forehead and neck. Rumour has it that it took him three days to get over the shock.
When asked to identify the member the OWL declined merely saying something about him being a
G3 "whose suffix letters are all between K & Q inclusive". Ah well, we'll never know. - Ed.).

CAN YOU HELP?
The General Secretary has accepted an invitation to talk to the Bristol R.S.G.B. Group later in the
year. The subject chosen is "Military Communications through the Ages". If any member has any
photographs, etc., which your Secretary could copy and use, their loan would be appreciated. Postage
etc., will, of course, be refunded. Of particular interest is the period between and including the two
World Wars.
Mr Bill Bailey, the curator of The Royal Signals Museum, seeks the help of members who may
remember the 'Trench' Set and/or the 'BF' Set. It is hoped to establish the panel layout, etc., of these
sets for record purposes. Bill appreciates that there were several versions of these equipments, but if
you can remember any details at all please drop a line to; "The Curator, Royal Signals Museum,
School of Signals, Blandford Camp, BLANDFORD FORUM, Dorset, DT11 8RH". Bill would like to
take this opportunity of once again thanking the many RSARS members who have so kindly donated
photos, equipment, and other items, etc., to the Museum in the past.
Not "Can you help", but "You can help" - please make all monies sent to HQ payable to "ROYAL
SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY" or "RSARS", Recently quite a lot of money has arrived
made out to the Secretary by name. We can, of course, recover the money, but it takes time and a lot
of extra work.

MORE HERE AND THERE.
Make a note on the shack wall - the following are the MOBILE CALLING FREQUENCIES - 3755,
7050, 14110, 14310, 21210, 21370, 28550 and 29550 KHz. Use these frequencies when working or
calling Mobiles.
Don't forget the various Rallies this season. If you manage to attend, keep an eye open for other
RSARS members. Wear a RSARS lapel badge or Dymo badge. It has been suggested that RSARS has
a flag or pennant which should be flown (with permission, of course) at various meetings to indicate a
RSARS gathering place. What think??? Some dates to remember : Warminster Wilts, Longleat
House, June 29th. - Upton-on-Severn, Worcestershire, July 6th - Polegate, East Sussex Steam Engine
Rally, July 20th - Woburn Abbey, August 3rd - Bromsgrove and District A.R.C. Mobile Picnic at
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, August 10th. ,
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H.M. The Queen to inspect Her Royal Training Regiment during the same week - that is, 8th Training
Regiment, by the way, which now does all Signal trade training for the Corps. But because of all this
high power activity, the two Club stations associated with The Training Brigade (G3CIO and
G3HKR) together with the HQ station (G4RS) will count DOUBLE POINTS for any contact made
during the HF Anniversary Contest. Keep your ears peeled as these three stations may well be
operating special event call-signs during the Contest, - either way, double scores for any member
working HQ, AFF 11 or AFF 43.
All for now, so from Catterick Garrison, Good Luck and Good Hunting.
P.S. Just in from Ray - Special Award - Silver - G3YSK.
Any Mode - 450 - G3YSK.
Congratulations - Ed.

WALLPAPER SECTION.
The F.W. Raiffeisen Diploma.
This Award is issued to any amateur radio station who submits proof of communication (SWL's
submit confirmed reports) with stations in the native country of F.W. Raiffeisen and in other countries
all over the world, where the ideas of this great founder of agricultural co-operative societies have
been taken up and are still alive.
Foreign stations (outside Western Germany - Ed.) must work :1 station with the German DOK Number K08 or K18, PLUS
40 Countries from the following list WHICH MUST INCLUDE ALL CONTINENTS,
Applications, with GCR List and the fee of 6 IRC (or DM 4 : 00, or $US 1 : 00 plus 1 IRC to :HANS W. KONIG, DK4PA, D 5231 WEYERBUSCH/Ww, WESTERN GERMANY.
The following countries are valid ; A2C, AP, CE, CN, CP, CX, DU, F, HA, HB, HC, HH, HI, HK,
HM, HP, HR, I, JA, JY, K/W, KP4, LU, LX, OA, OD, OE, OH, ON, OZ, PA, PY, S2, SM, ST, SU,
SV, TA, TF, TG, TI, TJ, TY, VE, VK, VU, XE, YB, YO, YS, YV, ZP, ZS, 3V8, 4S7, 5A, 5B4, 5H3,
5R8, 5Z4, 6O2, 6Y4, 7X, 8P4, 9G1, 9M2, 9M8, 9Q5, 9V1.

AMATEUR RADIO NEWS SERVICE.
Copies of the 1974 issues of "Mercury" have been submitted for the Amateur Radio News Service
annual competition in the U.S.A.
*****************************
HINTS AND KINKS DEPARTMENT.
Only one entry to date, this one from H. Driffield, RSARS 1098. He suggests that 6 or more Swan
Vestas or large Pioneer match-boxes (when empty) can be fastened together with Sellotape and used
as a set of drawers for the smaller items around the shack (washers, slugs, nuts, etc). Knobs for the
drawers can be made from paper fasteners and typed labels can show contents.
*****************************
HOW OBSERVANT ARE YOU?
Brian, G3BHT/RSARS 0629 writes ".....I noticed the 1936 issue vouchers mentioned in the Autumn
1974 'Mercury' but can someone explain how, in a TV film this evening (22/3/75 - Ed.) called "The
Brigand of Kandahar" and set on the North West Frontier, the telegraph operator of The Bengal
Lancers was using Message Form AF52 (Pads of- 100)!!!"
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THE G5RV AERIAL - Some Notes on Theory and Operation.
G5RV.
(The following article, first published in The RSGB Bulletin (now Radio Communication) November
1966, will answer the question in a recent "Mercury" - "How does it work?", We are indebted to The
Editor of Radio Communication and to the author, Louis Varney, A.M.I.E.E. A.I.L. G5RV for
permission to reprint this article in "Mercury". - Editor.)
The G5RV aerial is a muti-band dipole specifically designed with dimensions which allow it to be
installed in most normal-sized back gardens, permitting effective operation from 1∙8 to 30 Mc/s. As it
does not make use of traps or ferrite beads, the "dipole" portion becomes progressively longer in
electrical length with increasing frequency. This effect confers certain advantages over a normal or
trap dipole because, with increasing electrical length, the major lobes of the vertical radiation pattern
tend to be lowered as frequency is increased. Thus from 7 Mc/e up, most of the energy radiated in the
vertical plane is at an angle suitable for DX working. Furthermore, the horizontal polar diagram
changes with increase of frequency from a more or less typical half-wavelength horizontal dipole
diagram to that of a typical "long wire" vertical at 14, 21 and 28 Mc/s.
Although the impedance matching of a suitable (non-critical) length of 75 Ohms twin feeder
(preferred) or 75 to 80 Ohms co-axial feeder from the base of the matching stub to the transmitter or,
preferably, to a suitable aerial tuning unit, is approximate only for most bands, a very good match
indeed is obtained on 14 Mc/s. It so happens also that the polar diagram on this band is that of a three
half-wavelengths long-wire which is particularly suitable for all-round DX working and gives an
estimated gain of 3db over a simple dipole in the directions of the four major lobes.
The above reasoning does not apply to its use on 1∙8 Mc/s when it functions as a Marconi or 'T'
aerial with most of the effective radiation taking place from the vertical or near-vertical portions of
the system, the "flat top" acting as a top-capacity loading element. However, with the transmitter end
of the feeder strapped and with the system tuned to resonance with a suitable series inductance and
capacitance circuit connected to a good earth, or a counterpoise, very effective radiation on this band
is obtainable even when the flat top is as low as 25ft above ground.
CONSTRUCTION.
The dimensions of the aerial and matching stub are as shown in Fig.1.

It should be noted that it is quite in order to "bend" the lower half of the matching stub if desired
owing to relatively low height above ground of the flat top. The writer has used this aerial for many
years at a height of only 25ft with excellent results on all bands from 1∙8 to 28 Mc/s.
A word about the matching stub is in order. If this is of open wire feeder construction
(preferred because of lower losses, especially at 21 and 28 Mc/s) its length should be 34ft (17ft for the
half-sized version) but if 300 Ohms ribbon is used, allowance must be made for the velocity factor of
this type of twin-lead. Since this is approximately 0∙88, the actual physical length of the 300 Ohms
ribbon stub should be 29ft 6ins. It should be borne in mind that this matching stub is intended to
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THE G5RV AERIAL - Contd.
resonate as a half-wave impedance transformer at 14 Mc/s, which was chosen as the design centre
frequency for the G5RV aerial thus giving a very good impedance match for a 75 to 100 Ohms twinlead or co-axial cable connected to the base of the stub.
If desired, due to lack of sufficient space to accommodate the 102ft long flat top, the ends of the
aerial may be dropped vertically (or semi-vertically) for up to 10ft at each end, thus reducing the
overall length to 82ft.
An alternative arrangement to that of the matching stub and twin-lead or co-axial cable feeder is to
use an 83ft length of open-wire feeder measured from the centre of the flat top to the terminals of the
ATU. This arrangement permits parallel tuning of the ATU on all bands from 3∙5 to 28 Mc/s with
very low feeder losses.
The spacing of either the open-wire stub or the 83ft long open-wire feeder is not critical and may be
anything from 2ins to 6ins, using either 14 or 16 s.w.g. copper wire. Although the use of 14 s.w.g. is
recommended for the flat top, 16 s.w.g. is adequate for the matching stub or tuned feeder and is easier
to "hang" neatly.
It is recommended that attention be paid to making a sound mechanical job of the construction of the
aerial. In particular, if 300 Ohms ribbon is used for the matching stub, the ribbon should be looped
over the centre insulator of the flat top and secured with nylon thread or plastic tape, leaving "flying"
ends about 9 ins long forming two loops for connection to each half of the aerial. This type of
construction avoids breaking of the ribbon due to swinging and vibration in high winds. Alternatively,
a suitable triangular shaped ceramic or plastic dipole centre insulator which is designed to secure the
300 Ohms ribbon may be used.
Although it may be very convenient to use a length of, say up to 100ft of co-ax direct from the
transmitter to the base of the matching stub, it must be remembered that such an arrangement will
tend to produce currents which will flow in the outer conductor of the co-ax, causing unwanted
radiation from the co-axial feeder. This may be avoided by the use of either 75 Ohms twin-lead and a
suitable ATU or the open-wire feeder and ATU as already mentioned. (here the original article went
on "However, the use of a suitable wideband balun as suggested in the article by G3HZP in the July
1966, RSGB Bulletin would be preferable if co-axial cable is to be used". This sentence has been
deleted by G5RV and the following substituted "Balun not recommended due to VSWR conditions on
the feeder, following tests - Editor). Nevertheless, in practice very satisfactory operation can be
achieved by the simple use of co-ax direct from the transmitter to the base of the matching stub even
though the VSWR may reach 10:1 or more on 3∙5 Mc/s. This figure may be reduced to about 5 to 1 on
3∙5 Mc/s by "pruning" the co-ax. On the higher frequency bands the VSWR on the co-ax lies between
5 to 1 and 1∙5 to 1, the latter figure applying at 14 Mc/s where, as explained above, the matching is
very good.
Contrary to general belief, a VSWR of up to 5 to 1 on a length of co-ax up to about 100ft at the
frequencies considered here, results in negligible loss of power. However, this is not to say that it is
not better to keep the VSWR figure as low as possible, especially where a low-pass TVI filter is to be
used. It is mainly for this reason that the writer prefers to use a convenient length of 80 Ohms co-ax
from the transmitter to an ATU and then 75 Ohms twin-lead to the base of the stub. In this way, using
a low-pass filter and a VSWR meter in the length of co-ax, a perfect, or near perfect, match can be
obtained for the transmitter and filter on all bands.
THE AERIAL TUNING UNIT.
As stated above, the writer prefers to use an ATU for the reasons given. There are various
satisfactory forms of ATU but one which the writer has used for many years and which is extremely
flexible electrically and yet does not require the coils to be tapped for optimum feeder loading, is
shown in Fig.2.
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7 Mc/s.
A similar arrangement exists at this frequency except that the flat-top plus 16 feet of the matching
stub now functions as a partially folded-up "two half-waves in phase" aerial giving a polar diagram
somewhat sharper than a conventional half-wavelength dipole and low angle vertical plane radiation.
Again, the matching at the base of the stub is degraded somewhat by the unwanted reactance of the
lower half of the stub, but despite this the system loads well. See Fig. 4.

14 Mc/s.
At this frequency conditions are ideal. The flat-top forms a three half-wave long-wire centre-fed
aerial having six lobes of radiation, four major and two minor. As the centre impedance of a wire of
this length at about 30 or 35 feet above ground is approximately 90 to 100 Ohms and the 34 feet stub
acts as a 1 : 1 impedance transformer, the match to an 80, or even 75 Ohms, feeder is quite acceptable.
Most of the radiation in the vertical plane is at an angle of about 14° which is very effective for DX
working. See Fig. 5.

21 Mc/s.
Here the aerial works as a five half-wave long-wire giving a very effective polar diagram and good
low-angle radiation. Although a bad mismatch occurs at the base of the stub, the aerial loads well and
performs very satisfactorily. See Fig. 6.
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28 Mc/s.
On this band the aerial functions as a two 3/2 wavelengths long wires fed in phase. The polar
diagram is similar to that of a typical long-wire with slightly sharpened lobes and the radiation is at a
low angle, good for DX working. Again the mismatch at the base of the stub is considerable but, in
practice, the aerial loads well and works very effectively. See Fig. 7.

In connection with the above descriptions, reference should be made to the AMATEUR RADIO
HANDBOOK or the ARRL or CQ ANTENNA HANDBOOKS where the polar diagrams of typical
long-wire aerials can be found.
THE HALF-SIZE VERSION.
Many requests have been received for information on the half-size version of the G5RV aerial for
use in very restricted space. It is quite possible to scale all wire length dimensions (including that of
the stub) down to exactly half-size and the resulting aerial will work from 7 to 28 Mc/s. Optimum
performance and impedance matching will occur where the operating conditions will be as for the
full-size version on 14 Mc/s.
*************************
GB3SDR.
A letter from Allan, G3JMO/RSARS 0776, informs HQ of the proposed setting up of GB3SDR.
".....To mark the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the opening of The Stockton and Darlington
Railway, the first line to carry fare-paying passengers, there will be several events in the two towns
including a procession of steam locomotives, a museum, ceremonies and so forth, and, as a
contribution, local amateurs, led by Peter Hall, G3XWF, will man a station to be set up in the
communications building at Darlington station. The call-sign will be GB3SDR (for obvious reasons!!)
and amongst others the operators will be G3XWP, G2CKN, G3NT, G3JMO, G3YMR, etc. The
equipment will be loaned by local amateurs, but the location is by courtesy of British Rail who will
supply the power and physical comforts!.
Expected dates of operation will be August 23rd and 24th and September 27th and 28th on the usual
HF bands. At the time of writing precise details of antennas, rigs and modes are not firmly
determined, but the customary "SSB & KW Antenna" arrangement is reasonably certain. No 'Ham'
activity at Stockton is, at present, foreseen, but a picture QSL can be relied upon.
Further details will be available later and the address of G3XWF is
17, POUTNEYS CLOSE, MIDDLETON ST. GEORGE, DARLINGTON.
73 Allan".
It is hoped that RSARS members will support this venture, either on the air or in situ., even if only to
commemorate those long waits under "Locomotion" on Darlington platform whilst waiting for The
Catterick Flyer or The Richmond Express back to Catterick!!.
*************************
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FIFTY PERCENT REINFORCEMENT - AND OUR MEN AGAIN LEAD THE U.K. FIELD.
1800 hours Z, 6th January 1975. They heard it over the Pampas, across the Japanese rice fields,
along the golden sands of Copacabana Beach, through the Squares of Warsaw and Prague, above the
blast furnaces of the Ruhr, in the fields near Dresden, above the Golden Gate rush-hour traffic, and
through quiet English lanes. Once again, it was THE MURMER OF THE MASSED MILLIWATTS,
rising from 13 Countries in 4 Continents. DL AGCW Winter QRP Contest had started!!.
Despite near zero sunspot numbers, erratic band conditions and QRO QRM, 73 enthusiasts from all
over the World were again proving that the Linear is out-moded, and a scarce-resource-consuming
anachronism.
And, of course, RSARS were there again, this time with a 50% increase in strength in the shape of
John, G3FMW, wielding a nifty 2 Watts on 80. With 73 entries from all over the World competition
was tough, but we were not disgraced. Gus, G8PG, came 7th (one of the 3 non-DL stations in the first
10), Gordon, G3DNF, was 11th, and, despite it being his first try, and the fact that he could only use
one band, John, G3FMW, came 50th. So, once again, the two highest UK places were secured for
RSARS, but there are some very good non-RSARS UK operators coming along, so we need yet
further reinforcements - particularly a couple of "Aerial Farmers" to fight some of the EU
competition. And competition there certainly is. When you are using back garden wires to mix it with
the likes of DL7DO/P, DL6ZG, DL9QM and HB9QA, life can be tough. DL7DO/P came FIRST
almost TEN THOUSAND POINTS above his nearest rival, DL6ZG. So that is what you are up
against. (For the record, he was using TWO WATTS XTAL CONTROLLED!). DL6ZG was using 2
Watts VFO, as was G8PG, G3DNF used either 2 Watts VFO or 9 Watts Xtal. Both Gordon and Gus
use entirely transistorised transmitters, plus back garden aerials. We believe that John, G3FMW, now
owns a Ten-Tec Argonaut, the famous 80 - 10
CW/SSB solid state rig, and he should be pushing for the honours next time - and, perhaps, giving a
few shocks to the "Can't do a thing with less than 400 Watts" Brigade on the SSB Net!.
BUT..... Surely we can field more than THREE in our team for an important International event like
this????? QRP is the IN-thing now, so get with it and help us pull for RSARS in the next Contest which is 5th and 6th July 1975 - DETAILS FROM G8PG OR G3DNF.
A. Good-Pynt, Copy Boy, Tarrant Gunville "Bugle" (and wake up you lot at Blandford - that local
joke costs me quids in beer at the "Bugle" and you never even spotted it!)
(We spotted it!, but really DID think that you were the copy boy at the Tarrant Gunville "Bugle".
Since the budget and the increase in the cost of fodder the Stage now only runs to T.G. once a
fortnight, and never on a day when we are "off", so we have not been able to check up on our
anonymous contributor. Seriously, though, the participants are to be congratulated on first-class
efforts. Why not 'Have a Go' in the July Contest and see if we can get a few more RSARS calls in The
Top Ten. Ed.).

MORE HINTS AND KINKS.
Doug, G3XVO/RSARS 519 sends along the following hints which he feels may be of interest to
other members.
If you have to service such things as transistor radios, etc., a quick way to locate faults in either RF
or AF stages is to take an old (working) transistor radio and fit a mini-jack plug between diode and
volume control and another mini-jack plug to the base of the mixer transistor. The first helps to trace
AF signals and the latter, IF signals.
Having a Flasher Unit which went u/s, Doug decided to build one up from the junk box using
transistors. The final design consisted of three transistors and a few other components which worked
very well but turned out to be almost identical to the El-bug circuit in "SWM" for April 1964.
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A VERSATILE AERIAL TUNING UNIT FOR RECEIVERS.
By: Jim MacIntosh C Eng M.I.E.R.E. F.C.I.S. GM3IAA. RSARS 0107.
Introduction.
The writer has from time to time experimented with many different types of aerial tuning units, all of
which seemed to fail in one respect or another. Eventually, the unit to be described was evolved. It
should not be necessary to stress that a well designed ATU will provide a better match between an
aerial and a receiver, improve selectivity, and, where encountered, help to eliminate trouble from RF
images, as may be the case when using some receivers on the higher frequencies.
Design.
The Unit was designed to provide :a) Straight through connection,
b) Pi-section coupling,
c) Variable coupling with :
(i) Parallel tuning of the aerial coil,
(ii) Series tuning of the aerial coil.
d) Amateur band coverage from 1∙8 to 28 MHz.
and
e) The use of, and comparison between, different receiving aerials.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Cabinet.
This is 8" wide by 6" deep by 6" high, and contains a chassis which is firmly bolted to the removable
front panel. The panel layout is given in Fig. 2. Switch S1 is located on the left-hand side of the
cabinet, the aerial co-ax sockets are on top, while the outlet to the receiver is at the right-hand side.
Construction.
With the one exception mentioned later, construction is straightforward. All wiring should be of fairly
heavy gauge; No.18 is suitable; and well spaced where it is desired to avoid unwanted coupling. The
tuning capacitors C1 and C2 are bolted to the chassis, after carefu1 lining up with the holes in the
panel, care being taken not to crack the ceramic bases.
The exception referred to above is the method of coupling the coils L2, L4 and L6 to their relative
partners. The ability to vary the coupling has definite advantages, in that selectivity is improved and
very strong signals may be cut down if necessary. Various methods were considered and eventually
the one shown in Fig 3 was adopted. The formers for L2, L4 and L6 were taken from an old HRO
coil. A ¼" diameter brass rod - copper would be better - seven and a half inches long was obtained,
and the coil formers, after winding, were fastened to this rod by means of 2 BA bolts fixed through
the holes in the formers and soldered to the rod. A quarter inch bush was fitted on the front panel and
another on the back panel of the cabinet to provide the necessary rigidity. Lining up of the coils calls
for care and patience, but after the initial adjustment of the 2 BA bolts it is not very difficult to solder
the bolts in their final position, the object being to achieve close coupling when the moving coils L2,
L4 and L6 are vertically placed above the fixed coils L1, L3 and L5. The movable coils were arranged
to swing clock-wise to reduce the coupling. It is necessary to use flexible wire to join the windings to
the switch wafer S3A, the length of these wires limiting the amount of swing.
The easier method of mounting would be first to position the moving coil formers on the rod and
then place the coils L1, L3 and L5 in their appropriate position underneath. The brass rod should be
earthed to the panel or chassis by a flexible lead to provide a good connection for earthing the coils
and two locking collars should be fitted on the rod in the positions shown in Fig. 3 in order to provide
the friction which is necessary to hold the moving coils in any desired position. The collars are
pressed against the panel bush and then locked in position with the grub screws.
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The input lead from the switch S1 and the output lead to the receiver co-ax socket should be left to
the last, When all internal wiring has been completed, the chassis and panel should be inserted
halfway into the cabinet and these two leads soldered into position, using the shortest possible wiring.
An earthing terminal is provided at the rear of the cabinet.
Should a constructor elect to use fixed coupling in place of the variable one, the construction would
certainly be simplified as the pair of coils could then be wound on a single former for each pair. The
problem would be to find the optimum best coupling for each band. However, when using pi-section
coupling to the aerial, it is advisable to be able to separate the out-of-circuit coils from L1, L3 and L5,
to prevent coupling. This, however, cannot be done if the coupling is fixed. It must be admitted,
however, that no ill-effect could be observed when pi-section coupling was in use and the coils were
left close coupled, but this cannot be taken as an assurance that it will be so in every case.
Adjusting the Bands.
(See Coil Table Data).
The ideal arrangement would be to have separate coils for each of the amateur bands and, while this
could be done, it would complicate construction. The decision was made to confine the design to three
sets of coils.
Band 1 covers 1∙8 and the 3∙5 MHz bands.
Band 2 covers both the 7 MHz and the 3∙5 MHz bands when using pi-section coupling; otherwise
the 7 MHz band only.
Band 3 covers the 14 MHz, 21 MHz and 28 MHz bands.
The number of turns on the coils is to some extent a compromise. It is advisable to wind a few extra
turns in each case and then cut as may be found necessary, after experiment with the aerial or aerials
to be used. No accurate readings of C1 and C2 can be given, as these will vary with aerials and wiring
layout. The 1∙8 MHz band should come in towards the maximum capacity of C2; the 3∙5 MHz band
towards minimum when using coupled coils, series or parallel tuning of the aerial. The 7 MHz band
should tune with C2 about half in, while the three HF bands will come in towards minimum capacity.
Results.
The unit works very well. On the higher frequencies the pi-section coupling has the edge over
variable coupling, while the latter comes into its own on the lower frequencies. When using the
"straight-through" connection, C2 should be set at minimum capacity. This position is used mainly for
the purpose of comparison or a quick change of bands, as signal strength is invariably somewhat
weaker. This unlit was first built in 1967, and since then has been in constant use with a G2DAF
receiver and, more recently, with a Racal RA-17L.
Conclusion.
Provided due care is taken in construction and only good quality components used, the unit should
give every satisfaction. Time spent in "trimming" the coil windings will be time well spent...
Appendix.
As the two switches, S2 and S3, actually fitted in the authors unit had a maximum of 12 positions,
the opportunity was taken recently to fit an additional pi-section coil which is useful with some types
of aerials. The coil consists of 55 turns, close wound, of 22 swg enamelled wire, tapped at 11, 19 and
30 turns, on a one inch diameter former. The beginning of the winding goes to contacts 8, 9, 10 and
11 (all shorted together) of switch S3B, while the taps go to contacts 8, 9, 10 and 11 of switch S3A.
These tapings are a matter of choice, and may be varied to suit different aerials. Fig. 4 shows the
connections of this coil.
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AS OTHERS SEE US - Contd.
the lack of understanding most of all. The article starts "The speaker crackles. A dial is adjusted replaced by a voice from the other side of the world". If anyone knows where these static-eliminator
controls can be purchased..... The closing paragraph ends ".....it's all a good way of impressing the
neighbours. "I was talking to this chap in Antarctica last night..."
This article goes to show that if the Press turn up at your Club or shack, it might be as well to ask to
see the proofs before printing. Remember, other radio amateurs see these articles as well as the
"general" public, and some of the "general" public still believe that Tony Hancock was "doing a
documentary" rather than "presenting a comedy" .
ODDS AND ENDS .
Don't forget, The Aldershot Army Display at Rushmoor Arena, Aldershot, last week-end in June,
open to the public Friday, Saturday and Sunday. RSARS will be there and located in the Royal
Signals Compound. Lots to see and do for all the family. Arena Display from approx. 2 p.m. till
4p.m., GB2AAD will be on all HF bands and on 2 metres, either monitoring the RSARS frequency,
144∙330, or listening through GB3LO or GB3SN.
If you can't make Aldershot, why not pay a visit to Exercise Signal View IV at Norton Barracks,
Worcester the next week-end. Look for local posters but the Barracks should be open to the public on
the Saturday. RSARS will be there also.
If you are free on 26th July and can get to Blandford there will be a lot of members waiting to meet
you at the A.G.M. If you have a proposition but cannot get to Blandford, please send it along anyway,
we'll call for a seconder, if necessary, from the floor.
With this issue, comes the "Best 'Mercury' article" voting paper. All members are asked to return the
completed slips to HQ as soon as possible and certainly not later than 20th July 1975. To get wider
coverage this year it has been decided to give each member 6 votes which he may use to vote for 1, 2
or 3 articles. This means that if you decide that one article only was extremely good, you may give it
6 votes. However, you cannot then vote for any other article. You may, however, allocate your votes
as follows : Article 'A' - 3 Votes, Article 'B' - 2 Votes and Article 'C' - 1 Vote or Article 'A' - 3 Votes
and Article 'B' - 3 Votes, and so on, Remember - maximum of 6 Votes and 3 Articles. The editions
concerned in this Vote are Summer '74, Autumn 74, Winter 74/75 and Spring '75. Any article,
whether original or reprint, is eligible for selection. The author of the article obtaining the highest
number of Votes will be awarded the "Best 'Mercury' Article" plaque. Your assistance in determining
where this plaque goes is requested.
We were recently pleased to receive from the G-QRP Club a list of members which showed that
RSARS is well to the fore when it comes to QRP working. The list includes : G2NJ/0492,
G3DNF/0185, G8PG/0026, G2FWA/0869, G2HKU/0295, G2HLL/0512, G3BGR/0201,
G3DBU/0130, G3FMW/0131, G3OAZ/0021, G3UYM/0875, G4BKQ/0303, GI2DZG/0005,
G3DWW/0197 with G3DPS/0090 as an Honorary Member. Don't forget the RSARS QRP Certificate
- European members only have to work 12 other members, any band, any mode. Overseas QRP
RSARS members only have to work 6 other members. All Awards details from HQ for the asking
(SAE pse).
A letter from a non-member, Thomas a Fleming, GM8JQF, asks for information on the A510 to pass
along to his Cadet Unit. Unfortunately, as this equipment is now obsolete we have no information at
HQ. The info that Tom requires is output Watts, Type and Number of Batteries required. Are crystals
of the HC6/U type. Do the xtals operate in the series or parallel mode and what is the load in
picofarads. What antenna should be used with this set, is there normally an ATU used with this set.
What type and impedance mike is normally used, similarly what type and impedance headset, also a
reference number for the microphone - headset plug? If any member can help, please drop a line to :
T. G. FLEMING ESQ., GM8JQF, THE MANSE, SLAMANNAN, FALKIRK, FK1 3EN, or ring
SLAMANNAN 263.
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"FLASH" - SHEET 2.
G3EDG, Bill from Brighton, now has an FT-101 and a G -Whip operational both from the home
QTH (in a flat 80ft a.g.l.!) and /P from the Devils Dyke near Brighton. The antenna is fixed to the
balcony when operating from the home QTH. Bill mentions that he had problems with loading the GWhip on 80 and 40 but has now successfully overcome these and is willing to help any other members
who may have had similar problems. Write to: W. Pitfield, 36 Ecclesden, Grove Hill, BRIGHTON,
BN2 2NG.
G3UUO, RSARS 0329 reports that not a lot has been done on the 160 Metre compressed dipole
reported in a previous issue of "Mercury" - time being the biggest enemy!. 'UUO reports that one half
of the dipole works well as a vertical but refuses to behave properly when introduced to its other half
("And I always used to think that this was only a human condition!!"). No doubt, further news will be
forthcoming when work resumes. G3UUO can be heard with 10 Watts of AM on 160 Metres into a
150ft end-fed, also an occasional burst of Top Band SSB using a KW2000B. This rig also ventures on
to the other HF Bands into a trapped dipole with an 88ft top. Originally this antenna was designed for
80 and 40 only but with the aid of a hefty Z-Match and two SWR Bridges strategically placed, gives a
passable SWR on 20 and 15 as well. A later addition to the shack has been a FT220. This gives 15
Watts of FM or SSB out to either a 5/8ths wavelength Ground Plane or a 5 element Quad both at
about 35 ft. This antenna is now complete with rotator ("which had been lying on the shack floor for
2½ years brand new and doing nothing"). A change of /M rig hag also taken place and the car is now
fitted with a Seiwa in place of the FT2F. The new rig pushes 25 Watts of RF into the 5/8ths whip
instead of the 10 Watts from the FT2F, which has improved the effectiveness where repeater working
is concerned. Having handed over the tasks of Chairman of the C&DARC; G3UUO is now heavily
engaged in preparing himself and the local Club for a weeks worth of Special Event activity. Listen
for GB3MCM from 5th to 12th July helping to celebrate Cirencester's 1900 Celebrations. Operation
will be on 160, 80, 20 and 2 Metres, SSB and FM. Contacts with RSARS members will be most
welcome.
DID YOU KNOW?, - In connection with the 700th anniversary of Amsterdam during whole year
1975, there will be a special station PA700ASD operating from Amsterdam. Radio-amateurs who live
in Amsterdam will be permitted to use the prefix PA7' during 1975. You can obtain the
AMSTERDAM 700 YEARS AWARD -- a QSO with PA700ASD counts 4 points, with a PA7 station
counts 2 points and a contact with a PA0 station in Amsterdam counts 1 point. Dutch amateurs need
15 points, European stations need 10 points and DX stations need 5 points. No band or mode
limitations. Send list with GCR and 4 IRC before March 1st 1976 to : VRZA AWARD MANAGER,
P. O. BOX 190, GRONINGEN, THE NETHERLANDS.
ALSO the AMSTERDAM 700 YEARS CERTIFICATE. For confirmed QSOs with stations in
Amsterdam during 1975. Ask the Amsterdam station to write on his QSL the year he was first
licensed. Take last two figures as number of points gained, i.e. 1950 = 50 points, 1975 = 75 points,
etc. Aim is to reach 700 points. Issued In 4 Classes. Class 4 = All bands, Class 3 = All 80 Metre
contacts, Class2~ = 80 and 40 Metre contacts, Class 1 = 80, 40 and 20 Metre contacts. GCR, SWL, 3
IRC to :
PA-1910/NL-347, C,H. NUMG GOVERT FLINCKSTRAAT 341/2, AMSTERDAM, THE
NETHERLANDS. All applications to be made before 31 December 1979.
From Nick Carter, G2NJ/RSARS 0492 comes a reminder of the Wireless Museum and The Wireless
Preservation Society.
THE WIRELESS MUSEUM.
The Wireless Museum of the Wireless Preservation Society has been transferred from
Lincolnshire to The Isle of Wight, and is to be re-established at Arreton Manor, which is open to the
public throughout the year. The old Manor already houses a superb collection of dolls, toys and dolls'
houses as well as a folk museum of domestic and agricultural by-gones.
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The Wireless Museum has numerous vintage receivers dating back to the First World War and the
start of broadcasting in the early twenties. As well as crystal sets with cats whiskers, there. are old sets
with ebonite panels, brass terminals and bright emitter valves - with 'pips' on top, horn speakers and
headphones, as in general use half a century ago.
Also of considerable interest to the present generation are some of the first 405-line TV receivers,
for few remember the world's first public television service was started in London before the last War.
The majority of these old sets have been painstakingly renovated by radio-amateurs, and members
of The Radio and Invalid Bedfast Club - a collection box is available to support this cause.
THE WIRELESS PRESERVATION SOCIETY.
The organising body responsible for the Wireless Museum is The Wireless Preservation Society,
which is exclusively devoted to the collection, preservation and restoration of wireless and electronic
equipment, including sound re-production, gramophone and television gear for purely cultural,
educational and historical purposes. An entirely non-profit-making organisation, all of its officers are
honorary.
They are: PRESIDENT - W.K.E. Geddes, Esq., Esq., M.A. C.Eng., M.I.E.E. who is in charge of the
Radio Collection at The Science Museum. VICE-PRESIDENT - F.C. Ward, Esq., G2CVV, Past
President of The Radio Society of Great Britain and Honorary Secretary of The Derby A.R.S.,
CHAIRMAN - D. Hoult, Esq., G4OO, Chairman, Spalding A.R.S., VICE-CHAIRMAN - W. Carter,
Esq., G2NJ, HONORARY SECRETARY AND MUSEUM CURATOR - D. Byrne, Esq., G3KPO,
Council Member R.S.G.B.
The Society would be grateful for the donation of additional items, and would especially appreciate
old wireless books, magazines or catalogues these help in classifying the various exhibits. Thank you
for your interest.
Douglas Byrne, G3KPO, Honorary Secretary and Curator, 32 Luccombe Road, SHANKLIN, Isle of
Wight. Telephone , SHANKLIN 2586.
The following brochure was also enclosed and details are given in case members decide to take the
XYL and family "out for the day"!.
ARRETON MANOR, Isle of Wight - The most beautiful house on the Island.
Admission prices : Adults 25p, Children (5 - 14) 12½p. Combined ticket to Manor House and the
Pomeroy Museum , Adults 35p, Children 17½p. All prices include VAT.
1200 years of History - present house dates back to 1595.
The Manor is first mentioned in the will of Alfred the Great, and named among other owners are the
Cistercian monks, 1131 - 1544, and royalty from the time of Henry VIII - Charles I. The house has
fine examples of Elizabethan and Jacobean carved oak panelling, and many fine features of this
interesting period.
The 14th Century part of the house, together with a small outside barn, is devoted to an exhibition of
domestic and agricultural by-gones, many of which were collected on the Island.
Arreton Manor lies on the main road approximately half way between Newport and Sandown, on the
A3056 road. Signs are posted in Arreton to guide you to the house. Visitors arriving by car will find a
large free car-park situated on the Downend Road, and visitors arriving by other means of transport
should use this entrance or come by way of the public footpath. The No.14 bus brings you to Arreton
Manor.
You are invited to inspect the grounds, which are gradually improving from what was almost a
derelict condition not long ago.
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The "ECHOES OF CHILDHOOD" Museum. This superb collection of dolls, toys and dolls' houses is
a delight for everyone. There are three very special dolls' houses, including : The world-famous Batty
house (shown on the BBC), the Silver Dolls' House and The Pomeroy Regency Dolls' House (featured
on the ITV "Magpie" programme), and shown in a separate museum. There are also three others.
There are old babys' and dolls' prams, baby clothes and many other items of the childhood world.
OPEN TO VISITORS ALL THE WEEK. From one week before Easter until October 31st. MondaysSaturdays inclusive, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m., Sundays, 2 p.m. - 6 p.m. Winter opening. From November 1st
until one week before Easter: open by appointment and each Wednesday and Thursday from 11 a.m.,
Sunday, 2 p.m. - 6 p.m., Also open Christmas Eve and New Years Day from 10 a.m. Closed from
Christmas Day until December 31st, Telephone for special party rates of over 25 in number. Dogs
welcome on lead.
The Jacobean Kitchen Tea-Room. Home cooking, cold luncheons, cream teas. Outdoor kiosk, outdoor
seating.
Exciting gift shops. We stock a large variety of gifts, Pottery, Glass, Leather, Toys, Dolls, Post-cards,
Dress Jewellery, Books, etc.
Also the Pomeroy Shop. For unusual things, bric-a-brac, herbs, spices, etc.
FREE CAR PARK AND TOILETS.
Telephone: ARRETON 255.
**********************************************************************************
***
REMINDER - The A.G.M is on 26th July. Why not come along, bring the XYL, etc., we will try and
fix an alternate interest for them during the meeting. If you require mid-day meal and afternoon
snacks, please forward 70p per person SOONEST.
GB2AAD will be operational at The Aldershot Army Display - 27th/28th/29th June. Open to the
public, free admission, Arena display (Massed Bands, RMP Mounted Display, Land Rover Assembly
Display, Red Devils, RAC Hot Air Balloon, White Helmets Motor Cycle Display Team, etc.) as well
as many static displays (Infantry, RAMC, REME, RAOC, RCT, RAC, R. Signals, AAC, Army Postal
Services, WRAC, ACF, RAEC, RAChD, ACC, RA etc.,). See you there???
HAVE YOU MET MAGNETRON? He will be visiting The Aldershot Army Display and will be
pleased to answer your questions. See him near the RSARS Stand.
**********************************************************************************
***
LATE ITEMS.
A letter from Peter Howes RSARS 880 mentions that several of his Cadets will be/were assisting 58
(Staffs) Signals Squadron (V) to provide communications for the AAA marathon at Stoke-on-Trent on
1st June 1975. Peter is looking for anyone who can assist his Cadet Unit to get some radio equipment.
As Peter remarks, they are Signals badged but can get no Signals equipment. They are looking
particularly for a 19 or 62 Set but Detachment funds are a little low and anything obtainable must
necessarily be on the cheap side. It does seem a pity that equipment is not available to these lads who
are keen enough to join the Cadets and show an interest in the Corps, particularly when one hears of
equipment that is supplied to some ATC Squadrons by MoD (Air).
G6QM/RSARS 0510 writes to say welcome to Brad (RSARS 0617) and John (GM4GK/RSARS
0662). He remarks "Have known these two 'erbs since 1942 (SCU3 and all that) which makes one feel
very old". Bert actually talked Brad into becoming a QSL Sub-Manager many years ago. '6QM
manages another sub-division and his XYL manages the G8H-- onwards. "SAE's please - she wields a
nifty rolling-pin"(!)
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